Sea World Features:
1. Sea world is an alluring 15-reel, 9-line game. Player can select 1 line, 3 lines, 5 lines, 7 lines, or 9 lines to
play the game.
2. Player could choose winlines with the "Lines" button and let the reels spin automatically with the "Auto" button.
3. Player could win at the main game if:
a.There are three, four, or five symbols which are identical, adjacent and either left to right or right to left from
the boarder on one of the winlines.
b.All of the same symbol could win a great deal of prize.
4. Player could check odds table to figure out how much they exactly win.
5. Player presses [Bet] to bet one credit per line or [Max Bet] for max bet then press [Start] button to spin the reels.
Press [Stop1], [Stop2], [Stop3], [Stop4], or [Stop5] to stop the reels. Player could select double up, half double
or collect after winning main game.
a.Seashell symbol : At the main game and free game, Seashell Symbols showed on the reels will burst to
convert into other symbols.
b.FEVER GAME: Player could enter Fever Game if there are three or more Crab Symbols noted with
Fever on the reels. At the fever game, player selects one Seashell symbol first with the "Stop 1", "Stop 2",
"Stop 3", "Stop 4", or "Stop 5" button. After that, the rock will dart at the chosen one which will burst to
show the multiple " x0~x99." Player could get bonus which equals to the multiple multiply by the total
bet. The rounds of fever game depend on how many Crab symbols noted with Fever scatter on the reels.
c.FREE GAME: If there are three or more Asteroid Symbols noted with Free on the reels, player could
enter the Free Game. After entering the free game, player could play free from three to fifteen rounds, it
depends on how many Asteroid symbols noted with Free on the reels.
6. DOUBLE UP GAME: player select [Stop1], [Stop2], or [Stop3] for bigger reel symbol than the dealer's.
a.SPECIAL BONUS: In double up game, if player's [Stop1], [Stop2], and [Stop3] reel symbols match
SPECIAL BONUS, player wins the corresponding SPECIAL BONUS.
b.EVEN BONUS: If player chooses a reel symbol same as dealer's reel symbol, player wins EVEN
BONUS.

